Easternmost Muskies

New Brunswick’s
Saint John
River Fishery

Steve Eldrige, also from the Saint John River Chapter of Muskies Canada,
concentrates on trolling structure in the main river channel.

The Canadian Maritimes are known for world-class
seafood, fiddle music, and Sydney Crosby. The region
is characterized as being fairly rural with vast expanses
of forest and farmland. With so much countryside and
remote sections of rivers to explore, fishing –
particularly fly-fishing – is a popular activity. Arguably
the world’s most famous Atlantic salmon fisheries
reside in the Maritimes, places such as the Cascapédia,
Restigouche, and Miramichi Rivers.
The Saint John River (SJR), located in southern
New Brunswick, was at one time a legendary Atlantic
salmon river. Massive numbers of salmon afforded the
420-mile long SJR one of the top salmon-fishing
destinations in eastern North America. Today, salmon
numbers in the SJR are some of the lowest in the region
and scientists carefully monitor migration dynamics.
Other species inhabit the river including American
shad, rainbow smelt, American eel, two sturgeon
species, smallmouth bass, and striped bass just to name
a handful.
In the 1960s, muskies made their way into the SJR
from Quebec’s Lac Frontiere and have established a
fishable population. This makes the SJR the easternmost
muskie fishery in North America. Yet, many consider
their colonization a significant threat. Managers are
concerned that muskies will feed on Atlantic salmon,
particularly juveniles and smolts (downstream migrants
heading to the ocean), and other native fishes. Research,
however, has shown that muskies do not actively feed
on Atlantic salmon, suggesting they pose little threat to
the salmon fishery. Despite what the research shows,
there are still very liberal regulations set for muskies:
the minimum length is 4-inches (yes, that is not a typo)
and the bag limit is 10 per day.
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This may seem absurd, but it’s important to
understand the history of the region. Atlantic salmon
fishermen are some of the most passionate of all
angling groups, and the money people spend to hook
one of these legendary fish is astounding; it would put
expenditures by muskie anglers to shame. Fishing in
the region is heavily trout and salmon centric. While I
don’t necessarily endorse the New Brunswick
management practices, I am empathetic, particularly
now having lived in the area for more than two years.
Yet, muskies in New Brunswick do have friends.
They call themselves the Saint John River Chapter of
Muskies Canada, Inc. (MCI). In fact, this chapter of
MCI is one of the largest in the organization. These
anglers are highly passionate about the fishery and
actively seek to promote it in the region.

Odd Ball Fish
The saying, “A muskie is a muskie is a muskie,”
need not apply to the SJR. Although color patterns
resemble some of the classic clear and barred phases
we’re familiar with and the green sheen on their backs
shows similarities to muskies caught from dark-water
lakes in northern Wisconsin, the resemblances stop
there. What distinguishes these fish from other
populations is their extreme girths relative to their
lengths. This isn’t isolated to a few freaky looking
individuals, but rather seems to be the rule versus the
exception.
Because the SJR’s population is so young and
information on it is so scarce, the SJR Chapter of
Muskies Canada applied for a permit – and received it
– to Floy tag muskies in order to monitor growth rates
and track movements. Each fish is measured for length
and girth. Tagging began in 2008 and since then 654

fish have been successfully tagged, ranging from 19 x
7.5 inches and up to 50 x 24 inches. The largest girth
that members have recorded was 24.5 inches from a
47.75-inch individual.
Other notable specimens have emerged from the
SJR over the years. In 2005, a man found a muskie that
he measured at 43 x 25.75-inch with a weight of 39.5
lbs. It was turned into the local DNR and almost two
years later re-measured and weighed. The results
showed a length of 41 x 25.5-inch (part of the tail had
broken off) and a weight of 35 pounds. Then, in late
2010, another man found an even larger fish and turned
it into authorities. Officials measured and weighed the
beast, dubbed the “Nackawic Fatty.” The fish was
discovered barely alive, and measured almost 51 inches
with a girth of 29.75-inches and a weight of 60.5
pounds. Speculation surrounded the accuracy of the
original scale and the fish was later re-weighed around
54 pounds. Regardless of the true weight, for a 51-inch
fish to weigh well over 50 pounds is truly remarkable.
These two fish are a testament to the size that can be
achieved in this fishery.
Floy tagging has also revealed information about
the population’s movements. The majority of recaptures
take place less than 1.5 miles from the original point of
capture. Some fish, however, clearly want to get out of
Dodge. One muskie was tracked as having moved 60
miles over a two-year period. A large barrier, the
Mactaquac Dam, divides the SJR into effectively two
fisheries – one above and one below the dam. This fish
was caught above the dam and moved through the
facility into downtown Fredericton. Other fish have
moved around 30 miles between captures.

Fishing the Saint John River
If you are a seasoned river fisherman, you will
likely have little trouble approaching the SJR. There
are sections with both weeds and rocks including deep
underwater humps, boulder fields, chunk-rock
shorelines, and long rocky points. Lure choice seems
to favor crankbaits and gliders. Many locals spend
significant time trolling deep-diving crankbaits.
I had the opportunity to fish above the Mactaquac
Dam in early September 2013 with two of the founding
members of the SJR Chapter. My first day was spent
with Steve Eldridge, former Chapter Chairman. Steve
is the epitome of good-spirit and charm, and has
considerable experience chasing muskies on the river,
and holds the river record at 52 x 28 inches.
The day was split between casting and trolling.
Our casting targets were classic rock/reed islands much
like you would find on Lake of the Woods. We spent
much of our time flogging one particular island that has
proved successful for many anglers over the years.
Weeds lined the flanks of the island and the upstream
portion culminated in a long, tapering, rock point. To
effectively cover the structure, we chose a two-pronged
approach with one angler casting a crankbait and the
other throwing a glider. This enabled us to probe the
contour of the structure while offering a slower and
more erratic presentation.

“...build better baits...”

Muskies caught by anglers from the Saint John River Chapter of Muskies
Canada are Floy tagged to track their movements and growth rates.
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Saint John River muskies are known for being exceptionally fat
for their length, an attribute without a good explanation. Here
Brayden Rayner poses with the author who holds a fat 39
incher that fell to a Triple D. Photo courtesy Clark Rayner.

Our trolling tactics hinged on Steve’s knowledge of
the waterway. We trolled steep breaklines, submerged
bridge pilings, underwater humps, and open water.
Steve explained that local anglers commonly use a
healthy mixture of natural and bright color patterns.
We trolled depths from around 40 feet down to around
10. Despite our efforts for the day, the muskies simply
were not cooperative.
After a fitful night’s sleep in my tent, I woke the
following morning to meet Clark Rayner, current
Membership Director for the chapter, and his son.
Clark is a seasoned multi-species fisherman, specializing
in both muskies and tournament bass fishing. With a
physical appearance much like a young Arnold
Schwarzenegger and extremely detailed knowledge of
SJR muskies, Clark resembled something of a
Terminator on a mission to track down John Connor.
While conditions had deteriorated overnight, the
muskies’ cooperation improved. We began the day
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where Steve and I left off previously. Clark was
casting a heavy glider in open water when his rod
loaded up. He set the hook and quickly maneuvered a
low 30-inch fish into the net. We deployed a Floy tag
into the fish and quickly released it. The immediate
area yielded no more fish and we blasted off up-river in
his big yellow bass boat, passing through a no-fish
zone designated such for the Atlantic salmon spawning
habitat it holds.
A series of grass-covered mid-river islands lay in
front of us. We came off plane and began fishing one
that resembled a pickaxe. Weeds ran down the
perimeter and we ducked into the lee-side of the blade
to carefully fish a dense weedbed that made the spot
productive. While I struggled to anticipate the layout
of the weedbed, Clark expertly picked apart each turn
and pocket, of which there were many. I cast a double
10 bucktail and as we debated the merits of these hardpulling, flashy contraptions, Clark once again rammed
the steel home into another fish. After a short fight,
Clark was holding a beautifully barred 38 inch muskie.
Like the previous fish, it too did not have a Floy tag,
but we quickly fixed that and sent it on its way.
The remainder of the day slowed down with little
action to show for our efforts. The wind grew stronger
and the temperature began dropping precipitously.
Around 5PM we stopped to fish one final spot: a series
of old, sunken bridge pilings in 16-23 feet of water. On
one of our final passes along the pilings, my Triple D
stopped dead. I reared back in my best Kevin VanDam
hookset impression and much to my amusement
something pulled back. Whether it was the length of
time it took for me to bring the muskie to the surface or
the fact that Clark had just finished
telling me a story of a four foot fish he
recently captured from that spot I am
not sure, but the fish felt huge. Turns
out that the fish wasn’t exceptionally
long, but what it lacked in length it
made up for in girth! I was soon
holding my first muskie from the SJR,
a super fat 39 incher.
I am eager to return to the river and
fish below the Mactaquac Dam closer
to Fredericton. Clark and Steve both
communicated that this area nearest
Fredericton fishes very differently than
where I spent time in 2013. However,

in another 20 years the SJR might become a very different
waterbody altogether. Indeed, the Mactaquac Dam is
approaching its end-of-life (near 2030) as chemical
reactions in the concrete are affecting the integrity of the
structure. Researchers are currently weighing several
options including 1) complete removal, 2) rebuild a new
structure altogether or 3) rebuild the spillway. The first
option would have the greatest ecosystem impact, but
fortunately the scientists have over a decade to amass
enough science to make a well-informed decision. What
this means for muskies in unclear. Currently the
researchers are looking for a graduate student who will
study the movement ecology of muskies above and below
the dam.

Getting There

The Saint John River comprises part of the U.S.-Canada border,
flowing through Maine, Quebec, and New Brunswick. © Papayoung /
Wikimedia Commons / GLDF-en / GNU Free Documentation License.

I will admit that for American readers of this magazine
getting here could be a little tricky. If you are insistent on
driving and bringing your own boat, the drive from
Pittsburgh to Fredericton alone is around 16 hours.
Having said that, hospitality in the Canadian Maritimes is
something that has to be experienced to be believed. I am
nearly certain that with a bit of coordination more than a
few SJR Chapter members would be willing to take
anglers out if flying was preferred. I know that was the
case in my own experience.

Conclusion
If you are looking to fish a new body of water,
attempting to catch muskies at the extreme edges of their
range, and/or tangle with some truly oddball fish the SJR
meets those criteria. The fishery is fascinating and unlike
any other I have experienced. The Acadian forest in the
region adds spectacular visual appeal and being so close
to world-famous lobster fishing grounds ensures there’s
plenty of tasty seafood to be had, too. Come down to
New Brunswick and experience what Canadian Maritimes
muskie fishing is all about!
For more information, contact Assistant Editor, Sean
Landsman, at assistanteditor@muskiesinc.org. Sean will
try to answer whatever questions you may have or put
you in contact with someone who can! Also, many thanks
to Brandon Jones, SJR Chapter Chairman, for providing
tagging information for this article.
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Conservation Officer and Saint John River Chapter member, Steve
Eldridge, holds the famous “Nackawic Fatty,” a 51 x 29.75 inch
specimen. The fish was found barely alive by a fisherman and
subsequently turned over to officials.

Saint John River (SJR) Chapter member, Clark Rayner, holds a stout
muskie caught on a glider. Muskies on the river were never native to the
system, but instead emigrated from a small lake in Quebec.
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